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The UNIX Command Reference Guide 1988-01-25 describes the most useful unix

commands and covers the system v unix system and the berkeley unix system in

addition to listing the commands and definitions the book includes examples that

illustrate the use of the commands covers core commands making it easier for the

novice to distinguish between the essential and the extraneous summaries of

several key subsystems vi awk sed shells text processing will make it easier for

intermediate and advanced users to find important information includes synopses

and examples as well as editor command charts for vi and ed texts command

syntax charts and ms dos to unix cross references

Beginning Unix 2015-03-23 covering all aspects of the unix operating system and

assuming no prior knowledge of unix this book begins with the fundamentals and

works from the ground up to some of the more advanced programming techniques

the authors provide a wealth of real world experience with the unix operating

system delivering actual examples while showing some of the common

misconceptions and errors that new users make special emphasis is placed on

the apple mac os x environment as well as linux solaris and migrating from

windows to unix a unique conversion section of the book details specific advice

and instructions for transitioning mac os x windows and linux users

UNIX Commands by Example 1994 unix platforms solaris sco unix and unixware

focuses on the most useful user level commands unlike the standard unix manual

it simplifies the understanding of each command by providing numerous real world

examples for each command described key topics provides clear and accessible

alphabetically organized descriptions of over 50 of the most important user level

unix commands and contains over 400 examples of commands flags options and

environment variables contains an introduction to bourne and korn shell

programming for users with no prior programming experience and offers detailed
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examples on using two of the unix systems most powerful features shell

programming and the vi editor market a reference for beginning to intermediate

level unix users

Unix Commands 2015-06-08 unix hand book describes on some of the commonly

used commands in unix it can be used as reference and aims to reduce the time

spent for searching simple repeatedly used unix commands it also gives good

overview of the some of the commonly used unix commands this will help the

beginners to know about the very powerful unix operating system the step by step

unix command level explanation will help them lot to increase their confidence

level to handle the unix machine without any fear

Unix in a Nutshell 2005-10-26 as an open operating system unix can be improved

on by anyone and everyone individuals companies universities and more as a

result the very nature of unix has been altered over the years by numerous

extensions formulated in an assortment of versions today unix encompasses

everything from sun s solaris to apple s mac os x and more varieties of linux than

you can easily name the latest edition of this bestselling reference brings unix into

the 21st century it s been reworked to keep current with the broader state of unix

in today s world and highlight the strengths of this operating system in all its

various flavors detailing all unix commands and options the informative guide

provides generous descriptions and examples that put those commands in context

here are some of the new features you ll find in unix in a nutshell fourth edition

solaris 10 the latest version of the svr4 based operating system gnu linux and

mac os x bash shell along with the 1988 and 1993 versions of ksh tsch shell

instead of the original berkeley csh package management programs used for

program installation on popular gnu linux systems solaris and mac os x gnu

emacs version 21 introduction to source code management systems concurrent
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versions system subversion version control system gdb debugger as unix has

progressed certain commands that were once critical have fallen into disuse to

that end the book has also dropped material that is no longer relevant keeping it

taut and current if you re a unix user or programmer you ll recognize the value of

this complete up to date unix reference with chapter overviews specific examples

and detailed command

Unix System V Bible 1987 a comprehensive unix reference focuses on the basic

and advanced command groups of the standard unix system v lists commands

alphabetically and explains them in straightforward text details each listed

command with its purpose what it does and how it s used

A Beginner S Guide To Unix 2009 unix hand book describes on some of the

commonly used commands in unix it can be used as reference and aims to

reduce the time spent for searching simple repeatedly used unix commands it also

gives good overview of the some of the commonly used unix commands this will

help the beginners to know about the very powerful unix operating system the

step by step unix command level explanation will help them lot to increase their

confidence level to handle the unix machine without any fear

Unix Commands 2015-06-06 as the most complete reference of unix and x

commands available this book will prove invaluable for all levels of users the

complete glossary and reference features coverage of all commands in the

complex and often esoteric unix operating systems and unlike any other reference

of its kind assists programmers understanding of commands by offering thousands

of real life examples

The UNIX and X Command Compendium 1994-08-11 master shell basics and unix

tools and discover easy commands to perform complex tasks with speed key

featureslearn why the bash shell is widely used on linux and iosexplore advanced
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shell concepts such as pipes and redirectionunderstand how to use unix

command line tools as building blocks for different tasksbook description the most

basic interface to a computer the command line remains the most flexible and

powerful way of processing data and performing and automating various day to

day tasks command line fundamentals begins by exploring the basics and then

focuses on the most common tool the bash shell which is standard on all linux

and ios systems as you make your way through the book you ll explore the

traditional unix command line programs as implemented by the gnu project you ll

also learn to use redirection and pipelines to assemble these programs to solve

complex problems by the end of this book you ll have explored the basics of shell

scripting allowing you to easily and quickly automate tasks what you will learnuse

the bash shell to run commandsutilize basic unix utilities such as cat tr sort and

uniqexplore shell wildcards to manage groups of filesapply useful keyboard

shortcuts in shellemploy redirection and pipes to process datawrite both basic and

advanced shell scripts to automate taskswho this book is for command line

fundamentals is for programmers who use guis but want to understand how to use

the command line to complete tasks faster

Command Line Fundamentals 2018-12-24 a reference for beginners to advanced

users of unix there are 900 exercises that aim to test and strengthen the readers

understanding of materials at all the different levels the book also uses real world

examples to help readers grasp concepts more easily there is coverage of the

bourne korn bash linux and c shells to provide a wide range of information

UNIX Shell Commands Quick Reference 1990 tips on how to find that lost file how

to figure out what kind of unix you re using how to deal with directories unix for

dos speakers common unix error messages and when to panic

Your UNIX 2001 unix has always been a fascinating subject it allows you to
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experiment and play with programs to get interesting results more over with linux

you can make best use of the graphics interface various chapters in the book take

you around the many aspects of basic unix commands shell scripts and editing

files with the help of commands the book is meant for beginners as well as

experienced users the goal of this book is to help the students of b sc comp sc b

sc i t engineering and diploma in computer science information technology i feel

that there is room for improvement in every work suggestions regarding the

improvement are always welcomed

UNIX For Dummies 1998-09-23 unix complete is a one of a kind computer book

valuable both for its broad content and its low price this book contains the

essentials you need to know about using the popular operating system of

universities and research centers as well as at many fortune 500 companies

enormously powerful unix is also complex enough to require that users first read a

tutorial and then keep a reference handy for specialized commands with unix

complete you ll learn how to get the most out of unix system v from building file

systems to connecting to remote computers and the internet and using

mainstream programs as you become more proficient with unix you ll find the unix

system v desk reference to be an invaluable daily tool this comprehensive

reference quickly puts every command option and concept at your fingertips unix

complete introduces you to the work of some of sybex s finest authors so you ll

know where to go to learn even more about what s possible with unix inside

getting started gaining access to the internet learning the sco unix gui using

simple commands file systems understanding directories trees and hierarchies

creating your own files establishing home rule and permissions setting up

electronic mail your own personalized unix changing your password choosing your

shell creating login profiles exploiting the shell shell and subshell variables more
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on metacharacters advanced shell scripts reaching out to remote computers uucp

uucp security unix and networking reaching the promised lan accessing the

internet basic system administration essential administration backing up x windows

exposed x windows managers open look and motif using x x marks the spot the

future of x windows inside windows opening the door to mainstream applications

unix applications get em now vision and merge reference guide the complete unix

desk reference an a z listing of unix commands and concepts

Basics of UNIX Environment 2017-12-15 shell programming in unix linux and os x

is a thoroughly updated revision of kochan and wood s classic unix shell

programming tutorial following the methodology of the original text the book

focuses on the posix standard shell and teaches you how to develop programs in

this useful programming environment taking full advantage of the underlying

power of unix and unix like operating systems after a quick review of unix utilities

the book s authors take you step by step through the process of building shell

scripts debugging them and understanding how they work within the shell s

environment all major features of the shell are covered and the large number of

practical examples make it easy for you to build shell scripts for your particular

applications the book also describes the major features of the korn and bash

shells learn how to take advantage of the many utilities provided in the unix

system write powerful shell scripts use the shell s built in decision making and

looping constructs use the shell s powerful quoting mechanisms make the most of

the shell s built in history and command editing capabilities use regular

expressions with unix commands take advantage of the special features of the

korn and bash shells identify the major differences between versions of the shell

language customize the way your unix system responds to you set up your shell

environment make use of functions debug scripts contents at a glance 1 a quick
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review of the basics 2 what is the shell 3 tools of the trade 4 and away we go 5

can i quote you on that 6 passing arguments 7 decisions decisions 8 round and

round she goes 9 reading and printing data 10 your environment 11 more on

parameters 12 loose ends 13 rolo revisited 14 interactive and nonstandard shell

features a shell summary b for more information

UNIX Complete 1999-06-11 getting started creating and maintaining files the unix

file system manipulation of files introduction to the unix shell unix commands the

unix shell system administrator system errors unix commands index

Shell Programming in Unix, Linux and OS X 2016-08-30 guide to unix using linux

is a hands on practical guide that teaches the fundamentals of the unix operating

system concepts architecture and administration these concepts are taught using

linux a free pc compatible unix clone that is an ideal teaching tool for many basic

and advanced unix commands the power stability and flexibility of unix has

contributed to its popularity in mission critical business and networking

applications

Using the UNIX System 1981 this book translates into concrete and clear language

the often abstract and difficult commands and concepts of the unix operating

system like other titles in the plain english series this compact volume is a

comprehensive shortcut reference for professionals featuring premium editorial

content organized and cross referenced for clarity and conciseness

Guide to UNIX 2001-10 unix has been used as tool to explore concepts of

operating system it allows you to experiment and play with programs to get

interesting results chapters in the book include many aspects of basic unix

commands shell scripts and editing files with the help of commands demonstration

of system calls provide their easy understanding the book is meant for beginners

as well as experienced users the goal of this book is to help the students of b e b
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tech cse mca b sc cs it

UNIX in Plain English 1999 learn how to use bsd unix systems from the command

line with bsd unix toolbox 1000 commands for freebsd openbsd and netbsd learn

to use bsd operation systems the way the experts do by trying more than 1 000

commands to find and obtain software monitor system health and security and

access network resources apply your newly developed skills to use and administer

servers and desktops running freebsd openbsd netbsd or any other bsd variety

become more proficient at creating file systems troubleshooting networks and

locking down security

Basics of UNIX Environment and System Calls 2019-09-11 shell scripting skills

never go out of style it s the shell that unlocks the real potential of unix shell

scripting is essential for unix users and system administrators a way to quickly

harness and customize the full power of any unix system with shell scripts you

can combine the fundamental unix text and file processing commands to crunch

data and automate repetitive tasks but beneath this simple promise lies a

treacherous ocean of variations in unix commands and standards classic shell

scripting is written to help you reliably navigate these tricky waters writing shell

scripts requires more than just a knowledge of the shell language it also requires

familiarity with the individual unix programs why each one is there how to use

them by themselves and in combination with the other programs the authors are

intimately familiar with the tips and tricks that can be used to create excellent

scripts as well as the traps that can make your best effort a bad shell script with

classic shell scripting you ll avoid hours of wasted effort you ll learn not only write

useful shell scripts but how to do it properly and portably the ability to program

and customize the shell quickly reliably and portably to get the best out of any

individual system is an important skill for anyone operating and maintaining unix
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or linux systems classic shell scripting gives you everything you need to master

these essential skills

BSD UNIX Toolbox 2008-04-30 a comprehensive introduction to the versatile unix

operating system covering basic concepts logging on logging off and getting mail

in addition to common unix utilities for efficient system management includes a

complete command reference

Classic Shell Scripting 2005-05-16 introduction to the command line is a visual

guide that teaches the most important unix and linux shell commands in a simple

and straight forward manner command line programs covered in this book are

demonstrated with typical usage to aid in the learning process and help you

master the command line quickly and easily covers popular unix linux and bsd

systems

Learning the UNIX Operating System 2002 with in depth information on over 250 of

the most common unix commands of any flavor this is an essential guide

containing secrets of the unix wizards with simple visual step by step instructions

Exploring the UNIX Environment 1985 this compact and practice oriented text

covers features of unix as an operating system and classifies the entire unix

commands into 15 categories separate chapters are devoted to essential

commands for interacting with unix handling files and directories security mail and

remote communication unix enhancement and system administration under sco

unix followed by troubleshooting hints for super users there is an exhaustive

coverage for system administration of unix system generally available under all

versions and releases of unix particularly from at t unix to system v release 3 0

the book is ideally suited for the undergraduate and diploma level students of

computer science and computer application courses

Using UNIX 1990 beginning with unix fundamentals this book addresses all
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important unix issues like commands shell scripts internals sockets device drivers

inter process communication etc the text offers a tutorial approach to understand

the unix commands shell scripts internals and inter process communication it will

also help in writing sophisticated unix programs with features such as file and

directory i o process signals inter process communication and interaction with

hardware devices first drive unix commands shell scripts file and directories

maintenance process signals memory and data management inter process

communication sockets introduction to device drivers

Introduction to the Command Line (Second Edition) 2010-07-12 the second edition

of this book continues its balance as an introductory unix textbook and a

reference it begins with a unix quick start and then tours the unix applications

interface guiding the student though operating system utilities including process

file storage and i o management this unique organization combined with additional

coverage of unix software development tools and a quick reference command in

the introduction benefits the beginning student as well as the skilled unix user in

demand of a solid reference text

UNIX 1985 unix the textbook third edition provides a comprehensive introduction

to the modern twenty first century unix operating system the book deploys pc bsd

and solaris representative systems of the major branches of the unix family to

illustrate the key concepts it covers many topics not covered in older more

traditional textbook approaches such as python unix system programming from

basics to socket based network programming using the client server paradigm the

zettabyte file system zfs and the highly developed x windows based kde and

gnome gui desktop environments the third edition has been fully updated and

expanded with extensive revisions throughout it features a new tutorial chapter on

the python programming language and its use in unix as well as a complete
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tutorial on the git command with github it includes four new chapters on unix

system programming and the unix api which describe the use of the unix system

call interface for file processing process management signal handling interprocess

communication using pipes fifos and sockets extensive coverage of

internetworking with unix tcp ip using the client server software and considerations

for the design and implementation of production quality client server software

using iterative and concurrent servers it also includes new chapters on unix

system administration zfs and container virtualization methodologies using iocage

solaris jails and virtualbox utilizing the authors almost 65 years of practical

teaching experience at the college level this textbook presents well thought out

sequencing of old and new topics well developed and timely lessons a github site

containing all of the code in the book plus exercise solutions and homework

exercises problems synchronized with the didactic sequencing of chapters in the

book with the exception of four chapters on system programming the book can be

used very successfully by a complete novice as well as by an experienced unix

system user in both an informal and formal learning environment the book may be

used in several computer science and information technology courses including

unix for beginners and advanced users shell and python scripting unix system

programming unix network programming and unix system administration it may

also be used as a companion to the undergraduate and graduate level courses on

operating system concepts and principles

UNIX Command Reference Guide 198? designed to unify the distinguishing

features of the at t sco and berkeley versions of unix at t unix system v release 4

sets an entirely new standard for the nearly three million unix users in business

and academia this guide offers a step by step tutorial approach that enables

readers to quickly gain a working knowledge of this powerful system and
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ultimately master it

UNIX 1998 think your mac is powerful now author dave taylor shows you how to

get much more from your system by tapping into unix the robust operating system

concealed beneath os x s beautiful user interface mountain lion puts more than a

thousand unix commands at your fingertips for finding and managing files

remotely accessing your mac from other computers and using a variety of freely

downloadable open source applications take a friendly tour of the unix command

line and 50 of the most useful utilities and quickly learn how to gain real control

over your mac get your mac to do exactly what you want when you want make

changes to your mac s filesystem and directories use unix s find locate and grep

commands to locate files containing specific information create unique super

commands to perform tasks that you specify run multiple unix programs and

processes at the same time install the x window system and get a quick tour of

the best x11 applications learn how to take even greater advantage of unix on

your mac

UNDERSTANDING UNIX 1998-01-01 the most useful unix guide for mac os x

users ever with hundreds of high quality examples beneath mac os x s stunning

graphical user interface gui is the most powerful operating system ever created

unix with unmatched clarity and insight this book explains unix for the mac os x

user giving you total control over your system so you can get more done faster

building on mark sobell s highly praised a practical guide to the unix system it

delivers comprehensive guidance on the unix command line tools every user

administrator and developer needs to master together with the world s best day to

day unix reference this book is packed with hundreds of high quality examples

from networking and system utilities to shells and programming this is unix from

the ground up both the whys and the hows for every mac user you ll understand
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the relationships between gui tools and their command line counterparts need

instant answers don t bother with confusing online manual pages rely on this book

s example rich quick access 236 page command reference don t settle for just

any unix guidebook get one focused on your specific needs as a mac user a

practical guide to unix for mac os x users is the most useful comprehensive unix

tutorial and reference for mac os x and is the only book that delivers better more

realistic examples covering tasks you ll actually need to perform deeper insight

based on the authors immense knowledge of every unix and os x nook and

cranny practical guidance for experienced unix users moving to mac os x

exclusive discussions of mac only utilities including plutil ditto nidump otool

launchctl diskutil getfileinfo and setfile techniques for implementing secure

communications with ssh and scp plus dozens of tips for making your os x system

more secure expert guidance on basic and advanced shell programming with

bash and tcsh tips and tricks for using the shell interactively from the command

line thorough guides to vi and emacs designed to help you get productive fast and

maximize your editing efficiency in depth coverage of the mac os x filesystem and

access permissions including extended attributes and access control lists acls a

comprehensive unix glossary dozens of exercises to help you practice and gain

confidence and much more including a superior introduction to unix programming

tools such as awk sed otool make gcc gdb and cvs

Unix Programming: The First Drive 2008-03-04 in this updated edition authors

deborah and eric ray use crystal clear instructions and friendly prose to introduce

you to all of today s unix essentials you ll find the information you need to get

started with the operating system and learn the most common unix commands

and concepts so that unix can do the hard work for you after mastering the basics

of unix you ll move on to how to use directories and files work with a shell and
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create and edit files you ll then learn how to manipulate files configure a unix

environment and run and even write scripts throughout the book from logging in to

being root the authors offer essential coverage of unix

Unix 2005 presents basic elements of unix fully illustrated with two removable

summary cards

InfoWorld 1990 a system v guide to unix and xenix takes the novice reader

through the features of the unix system step by step without jargon and

assumptions about the reader s technical knowledge found in similar books with

its clear explanations numerous examles and straightforward organization this

book appeals to many non technical people just beginning to work with unix as

well as engineers and programmers with prior experience anyone who reads this

book will learn how to use the features of unix and how to modify and customize

those features it is organized in such a way that it leads the reader from the unix

basics to the more complex and powerful concepts such as shell programming

and networking although the book is written as introduction and reference for the

unix user it can very well be used as a textbook in undergraduate computer

science or computer engineering courses

UNIX 2016-11-03

UNIX? 1993

Learning Unix for OS X 2012-09-19

A Practical Guide to UNIX for Mac OS X Users 2005-12-21

Unix and Linux 2014-07-07

UNIX Primer Plus 1983

A System V Guide to UNIX and XENIX 2012-12-06
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